
Blast Helmet
Apollo 600 CE

This high quality branded product belongs to the product group “operator protection”.
The first priority is effective safety for operators. Productivity will increase, if operators
feel more secure and comfortable. Clemco safety blast accessories protect the blast
operator from excessive heat, cold, dust, and noise.

Blast Helmet Apollo 600 CE with cape and air valve
The blast helmet Apollo 600 combines safety, comfort and features in one helmet and is
our flagship in terms of blast operator protection. The blast helmet fulfils all current
standards and is used worldwide to provide maximum safety. The resistant material, the
triple and rebound proof glazing as well as the dust proof design for blasting processes
are made with all our expertise for highest demands. The integrated breathing hose
supplies the operator continuously with fresh breathing air even during very dusty blast
operations. Different air regulators, also with optional climate function, enable the use
in extreme weather conditions, no matter if extremely cold or hot. The air flow indicator
signals the blast operator when the helmet is not supplied with fresh air so that he can
react timely when something is wrong with his air supply.  

The integrated cape, which is firmly mounted with the blast helmet, provides additional
protection against media rebound and for the blast suit which is below from wear.

Weight * 3,6 kg

Minimum air pressure 6 - 8 bar

Air consumption 130 - 190l/min

Operating temperature -6°C < > +40°C

Standards EN 14594:2018

Features triple glazing
fresh air warning unit
changable sweatband

* +/- Values, may differ depending on configuration, arrangement and function.



CLEMCO blaster helmet APOLLO-600 (red)

item # description scope

24314D SAFETY-BLAST-PACKAGE A-600 CE
c/w Apollo 600 CE with air control valve and cape, blast suit
size 52, leather gloves ( CE ) air hose 9mm x 20 meter c/w
safety coupling, tear away lens 25pcs, CPF 20 R

24313D APOLLO-600 CE COMPL. WITH 5M HOSE (SI) with air control valve, cape and 5m hose with safety coupling

The following articles are only CE-conform in combination with a Clemco
breathing air hose with safety coupling:

24243D APOLLO-600 WITH CONTROL VALVE, CAPE with air control valve and cape

27273D APOLLO-600 WITH CLIMATE CONTROL TUBE (CC) with heating- and cooling device and cape

27274D APOLLO-600 WITH CLEM COOL) with cooling device and cape

27275D APOLLO-600 MIT COOL AIR TUBE (AC) with cooling device and cape (no CE)


